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Structure-Preserving Neural Style Transfer
Ming-Ming Cheng*, Xiao-Chang Liu*, Jie Wang, Shao-Ping Lu, Yu-Kun Lai and Paul L. Rosin
Abstract—State-of-the-art neural style transfer methods have
demonstrated amazing results by training feed-forward convolu-
tional neural networks or using an iterative optimization strategy.
The image representation used in these methods, which contains
two components: style representation and content representation,
is typically based on high-level features extracted from pre-
trained classification networks. Because the classification net-
works are originally designed for object recognition, the extracted
features often focus on the central object and neglect other de-
tails. As a result, the style textures tend to scatter over the stylized
outputs and disrupt the content structures. To address this issue,
we present a novel image stylization method that involves an
additional structure representation. Our structure representation,
which considers two factors: i) the global structure represented
by the depth map and ii) the local structure details represented
by the image edges, effectively reflects the spatial distribution
of all the components in an image as well as the structure of
dominant objects respectively. Experimental results demonstrate
that our method achieves an impressive visual effectiveness,
which is particularly significant when processing images sensitive
to structure distortion, e.g. images containing multiple objects
potentially at different depths, or dominant objects with clear
structures.
Index Terms—Style transfer, structure preserving, deep learn-
ing, neural network, local structure, global structure
I. INTRODUCTION
THis paper considers the problem of stylizing imagesusing neural networks. Broadly speaking, style transfer
combines two images, making the results similar to one image
in respect to style while remaining consistent with the content
of the other one, e.g. Fig. 2. To date, many impressive
results have been achieved, but it should be noted that proper
image representations are important elements in generating
impressive visual results.
Benefiting from their strong ability on image representation,
deep neural networks quickly became a popular tool for image
stylization, leading to the development of many neural style
transfer methods in recent years. Gatys et al. [7], [9], [10] use
image representations derived from intermediate activations of
a pre-trained classification network, and generate a stylized
image through an iterative process. Some works [20], [41],
[42] avoid the slow optimization procedure by learning feed-
forward networks. Other studies [17], [47] have considered
how to transfer multiple styles with only one model. How-
ever, all these methods largely neglect the inherent structural
information present in the scene that is viewed in the image.
A preliminary version of this paper has been published in NPAR 2017 [30].
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(a) Content (b) Johnson et al. (c) Ours
Fig. 1. State-of-the-art neural style transfer methods, e.g. Johnson et al. [20],
tend to scatter the textures over the stylized outputs, and ignore the structure
information in an image. Our method better preserves the spatial distribution
(first row) and the structure of dominant object (second row).
A problem when applying style transfer to challenging input
images with complex spatial layouts is that the synthesized im-
ages tend to distribute style elements evenly across the whole
image, making the holistic structure become unrecognizable.
This is particularly true for images of scenes covering a wide
range of depths, and the results are not entirely satisfactory
(see an example in Fig. 1b). For inputs with prominent
fundamental characteristics or sensitive to structure distortion,
the uniformly distributed textures further obscure weak details
and destroy the original structure.
These problems are mostly caused by the choice of image
representations. Current methods are based on the observation
that the features at intermediate layers of the pre-trained
classification networks is a powerful image representation.
However, such pre-trained networks were originally designed
for classification, and hence the high-level features often focus
on the primary target and neglect other details. Also, as pointed
out in [39], the VGG architectures, used by Gatys et al. and
others, are trained on small size images (224 × 224 pixels),
in which features will consequently be small scale. Therefore,
current representations are not sufficient for representing im-
age details and capturing the image structures (see Fig. 3) that
are necessary for good style transfer.
Some previous works have demonstrated that preserving
structures can produce attractive artistic results [13], [36],
[46]. Considering that a depth map can effectively capture
the global structure of the scene [16], [40], the early version
of this paper [30] integrates depth as an additional represen-
tation to preserve overall image layout during style transfer.
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(a) Content (b) Gatys et al. [10] (c) Johnson et al. [20]
(d) Style (e) AdaIN [17] (f) Ours
Fig. 2. Which image stylization seems best to you? Human faces are very sensitive to structure distortion, a loss of structure will disfigure them. The
result in (b) is generated using a slow optimization process. Results (c) and (e) are both from fast methods. These three methods, which obtain their image
representations with the help of classification networks, suffer from some similar problems: the style textures scatter over the results and disrupt the original
structure, and some content details are missing. Our method use a structure-enhanced image representation to produce results shown in (f).
In this work, we go further and use a structure-enhanced
image representation to control style transfer. Compared with
the preliminary version [30], this work introduces an edge
detection network as a local structure refinement network to
coordinate work with the original global structure extraction
network. Under the guidance of these two networks, we
provide a trade-off between the global structure and local
structure. Experiments show that when processing images, our
method can yield pleasant results that effectively preserve the
structures and key details. A user study also shows that our
method performs well on keeping the structure consistency,
and our stylization effects are preferred by the participants. So
our method is very suitable for processing images which are
sensitive to structure distortion (e.g. human faces, buildings).
To sum up, the contributions of this paper are:
• Our work demonstrates that image representations play
a very important role in image transformation, and dif-
ferent stylization results can be generated by designing
appropriate image representations;
• Moreover, we introduce a novel structure-enhanced image
representation framework for style transformation, which
improves the visual quality under the guidance of a
global structure extraction network and a local structure
refinement network.
II. RELATED WORK
As stated in previous works [10], [20], [42], two key issues
in stylization are: 1) how to get an appropriate representation
for the image style and content; 2) how to quantitatively
measure the style/content similarity between two images.
Another factor that affects the performance is the structure
of image generation networks.
Deep Image Representations. For image representation,
feature extraction is a crucial step. How to extract ideal
features that can reflect the images as completely as possible
is especially important. Traditional methods, whether paramet-
ric [14], [21], [35] or non-parametric methods [5], [6], [15], all
use the image representations based on hand-crafted low-level
features.
The development of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [23] breaks the limitation of traditional image rep-
resentations. Gatys et al. [8]–[10] use the high-level features
extracted by a trained classifier VGG [38] to represent the con-
tent of an image, and use features’ Gram matrices to represent
the style. After an iterative optimization process, they turned
a white noise initialization into an amazing stylized image.
This approach, especially the proposed image representation,
is elegant and effective, and has been widely adopted by many
subsequent works. However, the iterative procedure means it
takes a considerable amount of time to generate a stylized
image.
Some works [20], [41], [42] avoid the slow optimization
procedure by learning a feed-forward network for every style.
[12] improves stability in neural style transfer. Further im-
provements are mainly concentrated on model flexibility
[1], [4], [26], [47] or processing speed [2], [17], they try to
integrate multiple styles in one model, and further accelerate
the processing speed at the same time. Meanwhile, photo-
realistic image stylization methods [27], [32], [34] also widely
use deep image representations. Among all the works, John-
son’s method [20] stands out by way of its fast speed whilst
achieving results with satisfactory quality. By pre-training a
feed-forward network rather than directly optimizing the loss
functions as in [10], Johnson’s method is orders of magnitude
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(a) Content (b) Activations
Fig. 3. Activations currently used in stylization for image representation:
We feed images into VGG-16 and visualize some activations of the network
(relu1 2, relu2 2, relu3 3 and relu4 3). Examining these activations we
discover that these features do not capture the global and local structures well.
more efficient for stylizing new input images. It is worth
noting that generative adversarial networks (GANs) [11] have
also achieved impressive results in image generation. In GAN
training, a generator will be trained to deceive a discriminator
which in turn tries to distinguish between generated samples
and real samples. GAN based solutions (e.g. [48]) perform
well in collection style transfer, in which the target style is
defined by a collection of images, whereas example-guided
style transfer methods (e.g. [1], [8], [20], [42]) are suitable
when the target style comes from a single example. Moreover,
training a GAN is more challenging compared to classical
network training which uses standard loss functions (e.g. log-
loss or squared error that have closed forms). Therefore, in
this work we focus on example-guided neural style transfer
with only a single style example, which is not suitable for
GAN-based methods. Finally, interested readers are referred
to a comprehensive survey [19] on more recent deep learning
based style transfer.
It seems that neural style transfer is becoming more and
more powerful. But in fact, the quality of the results has not
been significantly improved. The limitation of current image
representations is one major cause of this problem. As shown
in Fig. 3, they do not represent image details and structures
sufficiently well. In this paper, we propose a new structure-
enhanced representation to make up for that deficit, and build
our structure-preserving style transfer based on [20].
Similarity Measure Methods. After obtaining the image
representation, the next step is to find appropriate methods
to quantitatively measure similarity. Generally, the similarity
measure in style transfer is a distance with dimensions that
are features of the images. A small distance is associated with
a high degree of similarity and vice versa.
There are many similarity distance measures. In style trans-
fer, the Euclidean distance is usually used to compute the
content similarity, and this meets people’s intuition. For style
similarity, most of the works choose to compute the Frobenius
norm between the Gram matrices.
Recently Li et al. [28] demonstrate that style transfer can
be considered as a distribution alignment process from the
content image to the style image, and matching the feature
maps of the images can be seen as minimizing the Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) with the second order polynomial
kernel. The two similarity measures we just mentioned are
simply special cases of minimizing the MMD. There are also
works using other loss functions, such as MRF loss [24], [25],
histogram loss [44], etc. The details of similarity measure
methods used in this paper are in Sec. III-A.
Image Generation Networks. The speed of optimization-
based methods is slow due to the iterative optimization
procedure. In order to reduce the computation burden and
expedite the process, Johnson et al. [20] propose to build
a feed-forward network. By pre-training a network rather
than directly optimizing the loss functions, they improve the
efficiency of stylizing new input images by several orders of
magnitude. Later works [1], [17], [42], [47] mostly adopt a
similar approach.
Recently, SqueezeNet, designed by Iandola et al. [18]
achieves AlexNet-level accuracy on ImageNet with 50 times
fewer parameters. This inspires us to design a slim image
generation network in a similar way, enabling the proposed
framework to be efficiently applied for stylizing videos.
III. METHOD
As shown in Fig. 4, our system is composed of three main
parts: two representation subnets φ0 and φ1, and a generator
network fW . The representation networks are used to define
four loss functions: l1, l2, l3 and l4, where l1 and l2 are based
on φ0, and correspond to the style loss and content loss, also
denoted as lstyle and lcontent respectively. l3 and l4 are based
on φ1, and correspond to the depth loss ldepth and edge loss
ledge. The image transformation network is a deep residual
convolutional neural network parametrized by weights W . It
transforms an input image x into an output image yˆ via the
mapping yˆ = fW (x). Each loss function computes a scalar
value li(yˆ, yi) measuring the difference between the output
image yˆ and a target image yi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 corresponding to
content, style, depth and edge images).
The image transformation network is trained using stochas-
tic gradient descent to minimize a weighted combination of
the loss functions:
W ∗ = argmin
W
Ex,{yi}[
4∑
i=1
λili(fW (x), yi)] (1)
The four loss functions fall into two categories: perceptual loss
(lstyle and lcontent) and per-pixel loss (ldepth and ledge). Per-
ceptual loss functions, based on high-level features extracted
from pre-trained networks, are used to measure high-level
perceptual and semantic differences between images. Com-
pared with per-pixel losses, perceptual losses measure image
similarities more robustly. This works because according to
some recent works (e.g. , [33], [37]), the convolutional neural
networks pre-trained for image classification have already
learned to encode the perceptual and semantic information.
In contrast, per-pixel loss is more suitable when we have a
ground-truth target that the network is expected to match.
This is suitable for the depth and edge losses, as relative
depth and edge maps can be estimated from the content and
synthesized images. In our method, φ0 is a pre-trained image
classification network, and φ1 is composed of a single-image
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Fig. 4. Overview of our network architecture. The left side shows the generator network fW , which transforms an input image x into yˆ via the mapping
yˆ = fW (x). On the right is the descriptor network. The descriptor network is used to define four loss functions: lstyle, lcontent, ledge and ldepth, where
lstyle and lcontent are based on the Content & Style Representation Subnet φ0, and correspond to the style loss and content loss. ledge and ldepth are based
on the Structure-Representation Subnet φ1, and correspond to the depth loss and edge loss. ys and yc are the style target and content target respectively.
depth perception network [3] and a holistically-nested edge
detection network [45].
In the training phase, we pass each input image x through
the image transform network fW and obtain the synthesized
image yˆ. To measure the total loss, the input image x also
serves as the content target yc. The user supplied style image
is treated as the style target ys. The style reconstruction loss
lstyle is produced by comparing each yˆ with ys in the loss
network φ0, and the content reconstruction loss lcontent is
produced by comparing each yˆ with yc in the same loss
network φ0. The depth reconstruction loss ldepth and edge
reconstruction loss ledge are produced by an additional depth
prediction network and an edge detection network through
comparing the output of yˆ and yc in φ1, with the aim of making
the stylized image retain depth and edge outputs consistent
with the content.
A. Generator Network
The three parts of the system form two networks: a Genera-
tor network and a Descriptor network. We train the Generator
network under the guidance of the global structure extraction
and local structure refinement network, using a Structure-
Enhanced image representation based on the correlation statis-
tics inside the Descriptor network.
The generator network includes three sub-networks: encoder
subnet, transform subnet and decoder subnet. We use the
generator network to transform input images. Generally, each
layer in the network is equivalent to a non-linear filter bank.
With the increase of the layer’s depth, the complexity of the
filter bank increases. Hence the input image x is encoded in
each layer of the network by the filter responses to that image.
Inputs and Outputs In the training phase, the input and
output are both color images of size 256 × 256 with 3 color
channels. Since the image transformation network is fully-
convolutional, there is no limit to the size of test images.
Encoder and Decoder The major function of the encoder
subnet is to map high-dimensional input images to the low di-
mensional space. By doing this, the latter calculation is greatly
decreased. Specifically, we use one stride-1 convolution layer
and two stride-2 convolution layers to down-sample the input
images. In a symmetric manner, in the decoding stage, the
decoder subnet reconstructs the original size images from the
outputs of the transform subnet.
After these processing steps, the size of the image is
preserved, but this procedure comes with two advantages:
On the one hand, after down-sampling, we can use a larger
network for the same computational cost. For instance, the
computational cost of a 3×3 convolution with C filters on an
input of size H ×W ×C is equal to a 3× 3 convolution with
DC filters on an input of shape HD × WD ×DC, where D is
the down-sampling factor. On the other hand, down-sampling
gives larger effective receptive fields with the same number of
layers. For instance, without down-sampling, each additional
3×3 convolutional layer increases the effective receptive field
size by 2. After down-sampling by a factor of D, the effective
receptive field size increases to 2D. In general, the larger the
receptive fields, the better the style transfer results are.
Transform subnet Transform subnet is the core of the
generator network, which shoulders the task of transforming
the encoded images. Different from the existing methods, we
introduce Fire modules [18] into the architecture to reduce
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calculation and improve efficiency. By using the Fire module,
Iandola et al. [18] achieve AlexNet-level accuracy on Ima-
geNet with 50 times fewer parameters. We adopt a similar
way to build our models so that they can be applied to videos.
A Fire module is comprised of: a squeeze convolution layer
(which has only 1 × 1 filters), feeding into an expand layer
that has a mix of 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolution filters. We
illustrate this in Fig. 4. The main strategies of designing such
architectures are:
1. Replace 3×3 filters with 1×1 filters. Using this module,
on the one hand, the 3×3 filters are replaced with 1×1 filters
(a 1×1 filter has 9 times fewer parameters than a 3×3 filter).
2. Decrease the number of input channels to 3×3 filters.
The total quantity of parameters in a layer which is comprised
entirely of 3×3 filters is: (number of input channels)×(number
of filters)×(3 × 3). So in order to reduce the quantity of
parameters, in addition to reducing the number of 3×3 filters,
we still need to decrease the number of input channels to 3×3
filters.
By this scheme a network providing equivalent effects can
be achieved, but the number of parameters is greatly decreased.
B. Descriptor Network
The descriptor network consists of two subnetworks: a
Content & Style Representation Network φ0 and a Structure-
Representation Network φ1. We use the descriptor network to
obtain the image representation.
Content & Style Representation Network. Following the
approach in [7], [10], [20], we use the pre-trained VGG [38]
as φ0 to define two loss functions lcontent and lstyle, corre-
sponding to the content difference and style difference.
Specifically, lcontent is defined as the (squared, normalized)
Euclidean distance of activations in selected layers of φ0, and
lstyle is the squared Frobenius norm of two Gram matrices.
Assume layer l of the VGG network has Nl distinct filters,
and the size of each feature response is Hl×Wl, where Hl and
Wl are respectively the height and width of the feature map
in layer l. The responses in such a layer can be represented
by a matrix:
Fl ∈ R(Hl×Wl)×Nl (2)
and each value F l(i,j),k is the activation of the k
th filter at
position (i, j) in layer l.
Then the content difference between x1 and x2 in the lth
layer is:
lcontent(x1, x2) =
1
HlWlNl
‖Fl(x1)− Fl(x2)‖22 (3)
The style difference in this layer is:
lstyle(x1, x2) = ‖Gl(x1)−Gl(x2)‖2F (4)
where Gl is the Gram matrix, an Nl ×Nl symmetric matrix,
and Glcc′ is the normalized inner product of the c
th and c′th
vectorized feature maps in layer l:
Gl
c,c′ (x) =
1
HlWlNl
Hl∑
h=1
Wl∑
w=1
F l(h,w),c(x)F
l
(h,w),c′ (x) (5)
Structure-Representation Network. The structure repre-
sentation network φ1 consists of two sub-networks: a global
structure extraction network and a local structure refinement
network. They are designed to compensate for the deficiency
of the content & style representation network in capturing and
holding structures.
Due to their ubiquity, edge structures are particularly appro-
priate to represent the local structure. We take the holistically-
nested edge detection (HED) system [45] as the local structure
refinement network. HED is an end-to-end edge detector,
which takes an image as input and directly produces the edge
map image as output. It can efficiently generate multi-level
perceptual features, and shows promising results in performing
image-to-image learning by combining multi-scale and multi-
level visual responses. In our implementation, we use its edge
responses to represent local structures. ledge, which stands for
the local-structure difference of two images x1 and x2, is
calculated as the Euclidean distance of activations in a selected
kth layer of local structure refinement network E :
ledge(x1, x2) = ‖Ek(x1)− Ek(x2)‖22 (6)
The global structure extraction network is taken from a
single-image depth perception network [3], which takes an
entire image as input and directly predicts pixel-wise depth.
The depth map is an important characteristic of an image and is
well suited for reflecting the global structure, since it contains
3D feature information about the objects. ldepth is calculated
in the same way as ledge.
The structure reconstruction loss lstructure is the weighted
combination of two parts:
lstructure = α · ldepth + β · ledge (7)
Under the guidance of the global structure extraction net-
work and the local structure refinement network, the local and
global structures are effectively captured, and they are clearly
reflected in the final results (See Figs. 5 and 6). Some more
details about the structure representation network are provided
in Sec. V-D.
IV. NETWORK LEARNING
Given that ground-truth is generally unavailable for style
transfer, we choose to minimize differences judged by the
descriptor network.
As previously stated, the content difference lcontent and
style difference lstyle are described by a pre-trained classifica-
tion network φ0, and the structure reconstruction loss lstructure
is based on the Structure-Representation network φ1.
Let the generator network be denoted by f parametrized by
weights W , it transforms an input image xc into an output
image yˆ via the mapping yˆ = fW (xc). Network learning
adjusts the parameters W through minimizing a weighted sum
loss using stochastic gradient descent:
W ∗ = argmin
W
Eyc,ys [λcontentlcontent(yˆ, yc)
+ λstylelstyle(yˆ, ys)
+ λstructurelstructure(yˆ, yc)
+ λTV lTV ]
(8)
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Content Gatys et al. [10] Johnson et al. [20] AdaIN [17] Ours
Style1 Style2 Style3
Fig. 5. Comparison with other style transfer methods. Compared with the results of other methods, our results preserve the details and structures well. The
effects are more pronounced on human faces since they are very sensitive to structure distortion.
where yc and ys are content target and style target respectively.
lTV is the total variation regularization, used in previous
works [1], [20], [47] to encourage the smoothness of the
generated images.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide the training details and com-
pare our method with other CNN-based style transfer ap-
proaches [10], [17], [20], [24], [32], [34], [42]. For the sake
of fairness, some results are taken directly from their papers.
A. Training Details
We choose Microsoft COCO [29] as the training dataset.
The activations at layer relu3 2 of VGG-16 network are used
to compute lcontent, and layers relu1 2, relu2 2, relu3 3
and relu4 3 are used to compute lstyle. The structure re-
construction loss lstructure is computed at the output layer
of the structure representation network. We use Adam [22]
for optimization with a learning rate of 1 × 10−3. The
default parameters of α and β in Eq. 7 are both 5, and
λcontent, λstyle, λstructure and λTV in Eq. 8 are 1, 5×10−2,
1 × 10−2 and 1 × 10−3 respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
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Content CNNMRF [24] DPST [32] SPE [34] Ours
Fig. 6. Comparison with photorealistic style transfer methods. Here [32], [34] are designed for the special cases that the content and the style image share
highly similar layout and semantic components. Our method can also work well in such cases.
both our global and local networks are trained jointly. The
contents and outputs of the generator network are fed into the
structure-representation subnet. During the training procedure,
the Content & Style Representation subnet and the Structure-
Representation subnet are kept fixed, and the parameters of the
generator network are updated. Thus, due to the interactions
between the global and local sub-networks, after the optimiza-
tion, the parameters of the generator network are kept fixed,
and it acquires the ability to maintain structure consistency
whilst obtaining artistic effects.
B. Comparisons and Analysis
Comparison on Images. We show some comparison
results in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. From the perspective of results,
all the approaches are quite distinct from each other, and a
strong sense of structure would be the viewers’ first impression
of our results. The characteristic of retaining key details has
also been reflected.
First, our approach is capable of providing high contrast
between the foreground and background. This is due to the
global structure extraction network which provides strong
global structural information, which facilitates the ability of
distinguishing objects at different depths. In particular, this
property makes our approach more suitable for close-up shots,
such as the face and the bird (See Fig. 5). The other methods
neglect the original structures of the content images, yielding
results with uniformly distributed styles that deemphasize
the structures in the scenes. This makes them unsuitable for
processing images which contain rich spatial information.
Second, even within foreground/background regions, our
approach stylizes different areas differently, providing a sense
of overall balance and harmony. For example, we introduce
almost no textures to the model’s face (See Figs. 2 and 5),
and only make some small changes on the main features
(eyes, mouth, etc), but put great emphasis on the hair. This is
because the local edge details of these areas are different from
each other (rich in the hair and less in the face), and local-
(a) Content (b) [42] (c) Ours (d) Style
Fig. 7. Comparison with Ulyanov et al. [42], which introduces an instance-
normalization layer to improve the performance of the deep network genera-
tors and capture the abstract feelings. Our method shows less abstraction due
to the emphasis on preserving structures.
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Fig. 8. The results under various combinations of local and global structures. The overall tendency is: as the weighting for local structure increases, the
face becomes cleaner and smoother, with the amount of clutter edges continually reducing. As the weight of global structure increases, the foreground is
increasingly apparent.
structures capture this trait well. In this way, we maintain the
appearance of the portrait while encouraging the application
of artistic effects. In contrast, in the results of [17], [20],
densely covered textures make the human face untidy and
even disfigure it. For the same reason, when processing other
images, like the gondolas (See Fig. 5), although they all belong
to the background, the sky and the sea are treated differently:
the curling waves are transferred to different patterns, but the
sky remains clear. Meanwhile, we note that the emphasis on
structures will naturally cause the loss of abstract feelings. And
this can be seen when compared with traditional methods (for
example as shown in Fig. 7). We further discuss this limitation
in Sec. V-E.
We also compare our method with some photorealistic style
transfer methods (Fig. 6). Among them, [32], [34] are designed
for the special cases that the content and the style image share
highly similar layout and semantic components. The results
show that our method can also work well in such cases.
All the above are due to the use of the structure enhanced
image representation, in which two components play different
roles: 1) Global structures are helpful for holding and pre-
serving the overall layout; 2) Local structures mainly focus
on the local information and well capture the minute features,
and thus can refine local details on the basis of the global
structures. These two kinds of structures supplement each
other, and neither can perform effectively without the other. It
is their interactive effects that promote the visual quality.
Sensitivity Analysis on Structure-Reconstruction Loss.
The structure reconstruction loss lstructure includes two parts:
local-structure loss and global-structure loss. Their different
combinations are responsible for different artistic effects.
We have tried several structure losses and show the results
in Fig. 8. The weight of ledge (α) increases from left to right,
the weight of ldepth (β) increases from top to bottom. We can
find that: 1) As α increases, the face and the background are
becoming more clean and smooth, and the amount of clutter
edges reduces; 2) With the increase of β, the foreground
becomes increasingly more apparent. When α and β are in
proper proportions, we are able to get very nice effects.
In short, our method provides an adjustable way to have
a better control when stylizing images. Structure enhanced
losses with higher share of ldepth are suitable for landscapes
and close-up shots; those with a greater weight of ledge are
appropriate for portraits.
Ablation Analysis. We show ablation analyses in Fig. 9.
Since we have made network sacrifices for the sake of en-
suring processing speed, it is unsurprising that the results of
the baseline model, whose image representation contains no
structure component, are not so good. And this just reflects
the power of the structure enhanced representation.
If incorporating only the local-structure (see the second
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Fig. 9. Ablation analyses (C:content S:style L:local-structure G:global-structure, the numbers are the weights). The first column is the result of baseline
model that uses no structure component in the image representation. The second column is the result only using local structure. The third column only uses
global structure. The final column is the result using both local and global structures.
column), the local clutter is decreased but the overall feeling is
still messy. If incorporating only the global-structure (see the
third column), the overall structure of space is enhanced but
some local parts still need to be addressed. Combining both
local and global structures improves the results.
Speed and Memory Analysis. We compare the runtime
of our method and [10], [17], [20], [41] for several image
sizes in Table I. On the whole, the speed of our method is
the fastest, making sure it can run in real-time or on videos.
Table II shows the memory required for stylization of a single
image of size 768× 768 pix for different methods.
Methods Image Size
256× 256 512× 512 1024× 1024
Gatys et al. [10]
(500 iterations) 15.86s 54.85s 214.44s
Johnson et al. [20] 0.015s 0.05s 0.21s
Ulyanov et al. [41] 0.021s 0.046s 0.145s
AdaIN [17] 0.018s 0.065s 0.275s
Ours 0.008s 0.023s 0.12s
TABLE I
SPEED COMPARISON. THE SPEED OF [10] IS SLOW, [17], [20] CAN
NEARLY RUN IN REAL-TIME ON 512× 512 IMAGES. COMPARED WITH
THEM, OUR METHOD IS QUICKER. ALL THE RESULTS ARE OBTAINED WITH
A TITAN X 12GB GPU.
Methods [10] [20] [17] Ours
GPU memory 3380 MiB 665 MiB 8869 MiB 502 MiB
TABLE II
AVERAGE GPU MEMORY CONSUMPTION, MEASURED ON A TITAN X
GPU, FOR DIFFERENT METHODS WITH BATCH SIZE 1 AND INPUT IMAGE
OF 768× 768 PIX.
User Studies. We conduct a user study to evaluate the
performance since the aesthetic evaluation of image stylization
is a highly subjective task. We use the Sojump online ques-
tionnaire and voting platform. The respondents include two
groups: 108 pupils under 12, and 112 adults aged between 18
and 30. Every questionnaire randomly selects 9 pairs from a set
of 25 content-style pairs, and participants are asked to vote for
their favorite stylized results (all the participants) and results
with greater structural consistency (adults only, because we
found that the majority of pupils have no clear conception of
this). We compute the selected percentages of every algorithm
and regard them as the preference scores.
Table III compares our algorithm with other artistic styliza-
tion algorithms for user preference scores. The survey results
of pupils and adults are similar overall. We find the proposed
algorithm is preferred for its stylization effect, and adult
participants reach a consensus that our method better retains
structure consistency.
Methods Favorite Stylization StructuralConsistencyPupils Adults Overall
Gatys et al. [10] 19.14% 12.70% 15.86% 12.81%
Johnson et al. [20] 20.99% 18.65% 19.80% 11.88%
AdaIN [17] 17.90% 21,83% 19.90% 10.00%
Ours 41.98% 46.83% 44.44% 65.31%
TABLE III
USER PREFERENCE
C. Analysis on the structure consistency.
Instead of keeping accurate structures, our system was
designed to maintain the structural consistency between the
original images and transferred images. This was achieved un-
der the guidance of the global structure extraction network and
local structure refinement network. In the training stage, these
networks give feedback based on the stylization performance.
In addition to the visual feeling, it is indeed interesting to
further check whether the proposed network keeps structure
consistency. Currently our results keep plausible depth and
edge maps with consistent spatial and structure senses. By
comparing the depth and edge maps computed from the
content and stylized images respectively, as shown in Fig. 10,
we find that our results can better recover the maps than
other methods. This can be illustrated more intuitively by
the depth difference and edge difference maps. Moreover, we
use SSIM [43] and RMSE to measure the similarity between
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Methods Content Depth Map Edge MapSSIM SSIM RMSE SSIM RMSE
Ours 0.629 0.956 16.716 0.808 43.656
Johnson et al. [20] 0.392 0.939 33.141 0.755 50.576
AdaIN et al. [17] 0.394 0.895 53.906 0.582 56.813
Fig. 10. Comparison on the structure consistency. The second row is the depth prediction results using [3], the third row is the edge detection results
using [31]. The second and the last row are the corresponding difference map. The results indicate that we recover the overall depth structure of the scene
quite well. And the results of the others introduce some tiny edges, which spread over the whole image. The table blow shows the metric error measures
(SSIM [43], RMSE) on the results. Higher is better for SSIM (structural similarity), lower is better for RMSE (root mean squared error).
the resulting image and the original. The SSIM is an index
measuring the structural similarity between two images. When
two images are nearly identical, their SSIM is close to 1.
RMSE (the root mean squared error) computes the absolute
difference of two images. We see that under these metric
measures, our stylized result, the depth map and the edge map
preserve the structure consistency well, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of our schemes.
D. Understanding Structure-Representation Network
We want to explain the motivation and reason for designing
the Structure-Representation Network here:
1) Can existing methods achieve an equal effect by adjust-
ing the balance between lstyle and lcontent?
Some might wonder if we could get similar results by
increasing the weight of lcontent. Although this sounds rea-
sonable at first, it is not the case.
First, we should note that lcontent is computed as the
distance of middle layer features in the VGG network, and
VGG was designed for object recognition. So these features
will concentrate mainly on the primary target, the backgrounds
and other objects cannot be fully represented. Next, even in
one object, the structures may have many variations, such as
the local edge details in a portrait (rich in hair and less in
face) or depth values in a road (changing with the extension
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Fig. 11. Can existing methods achieve an equal effect by increasing the
weight of lcontent? The right two columns are the results of [20]: The weight
of lcontent increases from left to right, up to down. We can see that simply
increasing the weight of lcontent will only make results increasingly like the
content image, the styles are still evenly distributed in the results.
of the road). Hence we need to introduce some other structure
losses to preserve these details.
The experiments further validate our analysis. As Fig. 11
shows, existing methods cannot achieve structure-enhanced
stylized results by simply adjusting the weight of lcontent.
2) Why choose the local and global structures?
When analyzing the results of existing methods, as shown
in Figs. 2 and 5, we first notice that the even distribution
of style textures is a universal problem, and this makes it
hard to distinguish between the foreground and background.
We describe this phenomenon as the lack of global structure.
Considering that the depth map effectively reflects the spatial
distribution in an image, we think that if we can preserve the
depth information of the content image after stylization, better
results could be obtained.
After preserving the global structure, as shown in Fig. 9, the
problem mentioned previously has truly been improved. We
can see the overall structure was enhanced, but style textures
are still uniformly distributed in the areas where the depth
values are roughly the same (such as the background of Fig. 9).
So it is not enough to solve the problems if we only consider
the overall structures.
To compensate for the limitations of the global structure, we
add the local-structure refinement network because in human
visual perception an excessive amount of style textures will
indirectly introduce extra edges and break the local structure.
So if we force the local structure of stylized images to be
consistent with the content image to some extent, then the
above phenomenon will be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 9.
Therefore, we finally design the structure representation
network to improve the visual quality. The degree to which
these two structures affect the visual quality was discussed in
Sec. V-B.
E. Limitations
On the whole, our method provides an adjustable way to
better retain or enhance structure when stylizing images. Since
everyone has their own preferences and every image has its
(a) Content (b) Gatys et al. [10] (c) Ours
Fig. 12. Limitations of our method. Our method is more suitable to process
images which are sensitive to structural changes. For images, like this cat,
the deformation of the structures and evenly distributed styles in Gatys et al.
[10] actually give it an abstract feeling which could be considered attractive.
Our result well retain the structures but loses the abstraction.
own characteristics, our method may not please everybody or
be suitable for all images. If you prefer an abstract feeling and
the content images are not sensitive to structural changes, then
techniques such as Gatys et al. [10] may be more effective (see
Fig. 12).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose an approach for image stylization
in which structures are preserved and enhanced. Under the
guidance of the global structure extraction network and local
structure refinement network, we successfully retain layout
structures while applying artistic effects. Experimental results
demonstrate that our method achieves an impressive visual
effectiveness, which is particularly significant when processing
images which are sensitive to structure distortion. The exper-
imental results also confirm that image representation plays
a very important role in stylization, and different stylization
results can be generated by constructing alternative image
representation strategies.
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